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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Applications  in  imaging  and  spectroscopy  rely  on  pulse  processing  methods  for  appropriate  data  genera-
tion.  Often,  the  particular  method  utilized  does  not  highly  impact  data  quality,  whereas  in  some  scenarios,
such as  in  the  presence  of  high  count  rates  or  high  frequency  pulses,  this  issue  merits  extra  consideration.
In the  present  study,  a new  approach  for pulse  processing  in  nuclear  medicine  imaging  and  spectroscopy
is  introduced  and  evaluated.  The  new  non-linear  recursive  filter  (NLRF)  performs  nonlinear  processing  of
the  input  signal  and  extracts  the main  pulse  characteristics,  having  the  powerful  ability  to  recover  pulses
that would  ordinarily  result  in pulse  pile-up.  The  filter  design  defines  sampling  frequencies  lower  than
the  Nyquist  frequency.

In  the  literature,  for systems  involving  NaI(Tl)  detectors  and  photomultiplier  tubes  (PMTs),  with  a  signal
bandwidth  considered  as  15  MHz,  the sampling  frequency  should  be  at least  30  MHz  (the  Nyquist  rate),
ime-of-flight PET whereas  in  the  present  work,  a  sampling  rate  of  3.3  MHz  was  shown  to  yield  very  promising  results.  This
was obtained  by  exploiting  the  known  shape  feature  instead  of  utilizing  a general  sampling  algorithm.  The
simulation  and  experimental  results  show  that  the  proposed  filter  enhances  count  rates  in  spectroscopy.
With this  filter,  the  system  behaves  almost  identically  as  a general  pulse  detection  system  with  a  dead
time  considerably  reduced  to  the  new  sampling  time  (300  ns).  Furthermore,  because  of  its  unique  feature

nt  tim
for determining  exact  eve

. Introduction

A range of pulse processing methods may  be utilized for imag-
ng and spectroscopy application; at the same time, in the presence
f high count rates, traditional methods perform poorly, and new
ethods need to be developed. For the wide range of imaging cam-

ras and spectrometers in the field [1], initial works involved the
se of analog primitives [2], followed by more developed analog
ircuits [3,4]. This was followed by the use of digital signal pro-

essors [5–7], opening the doorway for the synthesis of optimum
lters for radiation detection systems [8]. Signals (e.g. obtained

rom systems of detectors followed by photomultiplier tubes
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es,  the  method  could  prove  very  useful  in  time-of-flight  PET imaging.
© 2012 IPEM. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

(PMTs)) have an exponential decay time as well as associated noise
resulting in imprecision in feature extraction from the original
signal. Many efforts have been made to enhance signal quality (e.g.
the spatial and energy resolutions achieved) by means of reducing
noise [3,8], pile-up [9–18], baseline drift [19–23] and ballistic
deficit [24,25]. Because signal quality deteriorates with increasing
count rates, such techniques commonly seek a compromise. Some
methods achieve algorithm enhancement using the off-line mode
[26], which is not practical in many imaging applications because of
the high throughput of the raw data. Clearly by increasing the speed
and performance of digital circuits, there is a much greater oppor-
tunity for the introduction of new methods. The present study aims
to introduce a novel nonlinear algorithm for extraction of features
from high rate nuclear pulses; e.g. as used in nuclear medicine

imaging. The proposed algorithm is applicable to real-time signal
processing and data acquisition. This filter was implemented via
a prototype hardware platform for a scintillation camera to test
the potentials for practical performance. The implementation

d.
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Fig. 1. A real signal shape captured from the detector o

lgorithm is simple, requires low cost sources, and significantly
educes the required sampling rate for accurate pulse processing.
y allowing the possibility to process high rate pulses, the algorithm

s able to minimize pulse pile up, and as such, it is very useful for
igh count rate spectroscopic and imaging application, including

or use in time-of-flight (TOF) PET imaging. The proposed approach
as validated by simulations as well as experimental data.

. Method

The NLR filter applies to signals which can be sampled from the
ime response of a detector. In a radiation detection system con-
isting of scintillation detectors and PMTs, the input signal can be
onsidered as a series of sharp spikes whose heights represent the
nergy deposited in the detector. In the absence of noise, the signal
ecorded by a system s(t) is the convolution of the input signal i(t)
nd the system response function h(t) [10]:

(t) = i(t) × h(t) (1)

The input signal i(t) to the PMT  is essentially a narrow pulse
hose amplitude is determined by the total collected energy in

he detector; by contrast, the shape (not amplitude) of s(t) is
etermined by the system response function h(t). The algorithm,
xploiting the constant shape of the input signal, aims to extract,
rom s(t), the desired signal features such as the signal amplitude
nd the relative occurrence time with respect to the sampling point.
n example of a detector signal captured from a Starcam 2000
amma camera (GE Healthcare Technologies, Waukesha, WI)  is
hown in Fig. 1.

The proposed NLR filter is based on the fact that the response
f a detector follows a deterministic shape pattern [2] wherein the
hape of the signal scales with amplitude and moves with time. The
lgorithm uses non-linear reverse functions to obtain amplitude
nd time of occurrence utilizing two successive samples from the
nput signal. Furthermore, it uses a recursive structure in which
alues from previous pulses are subtracted from the current pulse
n order to lower the pile-up effect (see Section 2.3). Pulses from
cintillation detectors have been successfully modeled including
sing single or double exponential decay time [9]. The proposed
lgorithm has been implemented for both models in the context of
ifferent detectors.
.1. NLR filter algorithm

The main idea behind the design of the current filter is that two
uccessive measurements of the pulse amplitude (x, y) sampled
am 2000 (GE Healthcare Technologies, Waukesha, WI).

with a known time difference �ts can generate a pair of values
that uniquely define (i) the maximum signal amplitude (a) and (ii)
the time t relative to pulse onset at which the first sample was
obtained (which we  refer to as the phase). In the other words, it
can be shown that for a range of deterministic pulse shapes of the
detector output, the values of the maximum signal amplitude (a)
and time of first sample (t1) constitute a one-to-one mapping to the
values of the two successive samples (x, y) of the input signal, as
obtained with a constant known time difference of �ts. Although
this mapping operation is non-linear, it can be implemented using
a “lookup table” (LUT). Fig. 2 shows the definition of x, y, a, t1, and
�ts in a detector output pulse.

The above mapping is possible for a range of pulse shape models
f(a,t) when the following uniqueness condition is valid:

if

{
x = f (a, t1) = f (a′, t′

1)

y = f (a, t1 + �ts) = f (a′, t′
1, �ts)

yields⇒ a = a′ and t1 = t′
1 (2)

This is true for a wide range of function. At the same time, in
the present work, without loss of generality, we considered the
following pulse shape formulation:

f  (a, t) = a, t∝ · et/� (3)

where ∝ and � are constants (which for our particular sample detec-
tors had values of 4.3 and 160 ns, respectively). For this particular
mode, proof for the abovementioned unique mapping is straight-
forward:

x

y
= t∝

1

(t1 + �ts)
∝ · et1/�

e((t1+�ts)/�)
= t∝

1

(t′
1 + �ts)∝ · e−(t′

1
/�)

e((t′
1
+�ts)/�)

yields⇒ t∝
1

(t1 + �ts)
∝ · ets/� = t′∝

1

(t′
1 + �ts)∝ · ets/� (4)

It then follows that:

t1

(t1 + �ts)
= t′

1
(t′

1 + �ts)
(5)

which can be simplified to: t1�ts = t′
1�ts. And since �ts /= 0, one

concludes that t1 = t′
1 and consequently a = a′. The same conclusion

may  similarly be reached for a model with two  exponential decay
times.
Subsequently, there exists an inverse function which can calcu-
late values of a and t1 from x and y:

(a, t1) = g(x, y) (6)
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Fig. 2. An example of a dete

e  separate this function into two distinct components as follows:

 = g0(x, y) (8)

1 = g1(x, y) (9)

As an example, for the abovementioned specific model (3), the
ollowing inverse relation may  be obtained:

1 = c�ts

1 − c
(10)

here c is a function of x/y as follows:

 = e(�ts/�∝) ·
(

x

y

)1/∝
(11)

here  ̨ and � are the model parameters. Then a can be calculated
s:

 = x

t˛
1 · et1/�

(12)

In the case of more complicated pulse models, exact inverse
unctions may  be very difficult to obtain. Alternatively, a practical
mplementation of these functions can be achieved by computing
ook-up tables (LUTs) and storing them for subsequent use. Such
UTs would map  a given (x, y) pair to its corresponding (a, t1) pair.

n implementation this can be done by utilizing memory blocks. The
umber of bits used to digitize the measurements and the function
alues determines the memory volume and detection precision.
imulations show that the precision of the function value (stored

Fig. 3. Contour of amplitude, for the response pulse m
utput and digital sampling.

in memory) is best kept the same as analog value digitization; e.g.
11 bit digitization by an ADC converter; 11 bit precision function
value. An example of such mapping g0 = a, according to inversion of
model (3) as achieved in Eqs. (10)–(12), is depicted in Fig. 3.

As can be seen, every curve in Fig. 3 is the locus of all x and y
values corresponding to the same maximum signal amplitude a. So
by referring to this table for a given pair of x and y values sampled
from the detector output pulse, the value of the maximum signal
amplitude may  be straightforwardly estimated.

For a sampling resolution of 11 bits for x and y (thus 22 bits in
total) and 11 bits for the final maximum amplitude value in the LUT,
the data for this table occupy 222 × 11 or 44 Mbits. A similar map  can
be constructed for the value of t1, though for applications involving
the gamma  camera and SPECT, exact determination of this value is
not critical; but for PET, accurate determination of t1 is very valu-
able to allow for smaller coincidence time-windows (minimizing
the effect of randoms), and furthermore, more readily enabling TOF
PET imaging [27].

2.2. Map construction

Determination of inverse functions for a certain pulse model

readily enables the construction of the LUT for mapping. Neverthe-
less, if a solution for the inverse function does not exist in analytical
form, the inverse map  may  still be constructed: this can be achieved
by sweeping the full range of (a, tx) pairs and calculating the

odel (3) with a 11 bit resolution A/D converter.
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Fig. 4. Depiction of the implemented NLR filter design algor

orresponding (x, y) pairs, and filling in the inverse mapping space.
he sweeping resolution can be made small enough to minimize
nfilled memory locations. Furthermore, the values for the remain-

ng unfilled locations can be filled-in via interpolation methods.
For each pulse model there exist unfilled areas in the map indi-

ating that such combinations of (x, y) may  not be obtained for the
ell-defined pulse shapes. By zeroing these areas, all such pulses
ere rejected as noise. Furthermore, for the reason that a first

ample x very near to the rising edge of the pulse may  involve
naccuracies, for better performance, LUT addresses with relatively
mall x values were zeroed in the map  (left side of contour in Fig. 3
llustrates this). In such a case, the very next sample (that was  going
o be the second sample) is instead taken as the first sample in the

ap, which coupled by the next sample, retrieves the appropriate
UT value.

Construction of the LUT typically occupies only few minutes (e.g.
or 11 bit resolution) using an Intel dual core T6650 processor. In
ddition, once the LUT construction is finished, it does not pose an
dditional computational burden to subsequent look-up tasks.

.3. Pileup recovery
By the abovementioned mapping procedure, the necessary
ulse information is obtained. In the case of pulse pileup, a powerful
nd critical step that we subsequently propose and implement is to
ompute the corresponding pulse tail from the present signal and

ig. 5. Interleave sampling on (top) recoverable condition and (down) unrecoverable cond
o  the web  version of this article.)
or nuclear pulse detection (Z−1 represents one cycle delay).

to subtract it from the subsequent ones. In other words, knowing
the present two samples leads to determination of the pulse shape,
and as a result, it allows extrapolation of contributions to subse-
quent samples. Clearly, the pulse amplitude will become negligible
after certain duration (depending on the extent of the pulse tail and
the sampling time).

We  first define sampled pulse tails as:

Tailn = f (a, t1 + �ts + n.�ts), n = 1, 2, . . . , N (13)

For the specified model (3) and choosing �ts = 300 ns, following
the two main samples, the 6th tail was  seen to result in negligible
amplitude equal to 0.1% of the maximum amplitude of the pulse.
Furthermore, similar to the determination of the maximum ampli-
tude values, the pulse tails may  also be determined using inverse
mapping, which can similarly be performed using LUTs. The volume
of each LUT is the same as the one for the maximum amplitude. The
filling algorithm for tail LUTs is straightforward, and by knowing
the (x, y) pair, all tails can be calculated by (13). Furthermore, we
note that the tail maps were only filled in areas in which the ampli-
tude map  had values and was not zero. In fact, with this routine,
we map  the (x, y) space to the (n + 1)-dimensional space: (a, Tail1,
Tail2,...,TailN).
The suggested algorithm for implementing the NLR filter with
6 tail values (g2–g7) is described in Fig. 4. The implementation
is based on transversal filter implementation. The tail functions
generate filter outputs along pulse tails. Tails accumulate after a

ition. (For interpretation of the references to color in the text, the reader is referred
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equence of delays, according to the time difference with the sam-
les and in accordance to the associated model, and then will be
ubtracted from each given sample. Thus, after detecting a pulse,
ails of that pulse will be removed from the following signals, and
he measured values will be processed without affecting the pre-
ious events. The analog version of this structure is elaborated in
efs. [14,34],

.4. Improvement techniques

The sampling time �ts used by the filter should be determined
efore applying the filter. Simulation results show that for a cer-
ain model, the filter has its best performance with sampling times
bout the detector time constant (∼300 ns for NaI(Tl)). As Fig. 12
emonstrates, by changing the sampling time around this value,
lter performance (FWHM) did not change radically.

By reducing the sampling times, the number of tails which
ill have useful information on a given pulse will increase, which

equires further memory allocation. In fact, the lower limit for the
ampling time is available memory volume to store the tails’ LUTs.
t the same time, another consideration for selecting the sampling

ime is the pile-up rejection ratio, as we describe next. Consider two
early spaced pulses (what we mention below can be easily gener-
lized for >2 pulses also): if two successive samples spaced by �ts

elong to the first pulse only, the pulse (and its tails), and there-
ore the next pulse, will consequently be recovered. It follows that
f the time between two successive pulses is more than 2�ts, then
oth pulses will be properly characterized. On the other hand, if the
ime between the two successive pulses is less than �ts, then, the
rst pulse (and its tails) may  not be correctly characterized, and as
uch, both pulses will not be properly identified. In the intermediate
ange where successive pulses are separated by more than �ts but
ess than 2�ts, success in characterization will not be definitive and

ill depend on the particular phase of sampling with respect to the
ulses, and the corresponding likelihood of correct characterization
ill increase with pulse separations approaching 2�ts.

In such cases as in the present work, when the sampling rate can
e increased by the hardware and the constraint is noise immunity

n the algorithm, we explored the use of interleaved sampling to
otentially further enhance the signal. In this approach, two  fil-
er implementations work independently and in parallel on the
nput signal, via interleaved samples. The ADC performs sampling
t twice the frequency (6.6 MHz  in this work) and the samples are
assed on to the two NLR filters successively. Because the filters
ork on the same pulse (including abovementioned pulse pile-up

ecovery), they should yield similar outputs for a pulse; however,
f the two outputs vary significantly, this is taken as an indication
hat unrecovered pile-up has occurred in the pulse. As such, the fil-
er outputs are compared and if they are not approximately equal,
hey are rejected. Fig. 5 illustrates two pile-up cases one leading
o recovery and the other to rejection. Two filters work in paral-
el on the measured values. Each filter uses samples as indicated

ith the same color in the figure. In the top figure, when all 4
amples belong to one pulse, both filters result in nearly similar out-
ut amplitudes. By contrast, in the bottom figure, the second pulse
ccurs within filter detection. In this case, blue samples belong to
he first pulse and detect the peak amplitude, but red samples are
ffected by the arrival of the second pulse and will not detect the
orrect peak amplitude. By this approach, the filter has the ability
o feasibly reject (and thus avoid mischaracterizing) pile-up events

rising from two pulses separated by less than 450 ns (1.5 times
he NLRF sampling rate). The results are further discussed in Sec-
ion 4.2, showing that interleaved NLRF reduces registered counts
nd lowers sensitivity (by rejecting pile-up events) while achieving
& Physics 35 (2013) 754– 764

improvements in the energy resolution of the spectrum especially
at very high count rates.

3. Hardware

The implemented hardware in this work has been designed for a
gamma-camera detector whose pulse profile was described in the
previous section. Because of flexibility of design, data from each
PMT  are acquired by separate designated data acquisition cards.
Then pulses are collected in the main board and are finally trans-
mitted to the PC.

Input of this filter is generated by the analog amplifier circuit.
The prototype R1847-12 PMT  (Hamamatsu Photonics Co., Japan)
was  utilized. For the analog section, we  used two-stage current-
to-voltage amplification, followed by a differential ADC driver as
shown in Fig. 6. The pulse height is about 200 mV,  having a peak
time at 688 ns and an overall extent of ∼3 �s (in further upgrades
to the hardware, one may shorten the pulse length, which we  aim
to implement, and accordingly modify the fitted model, to obtain
higher rate acquisition and processing capabilities). The conver-
sion resolution in this work is 11 bits. Subsequently, as described
in Section 2.2, each LUT needs 44 Mbits memory; we considered 6
tail samples, and as such, we  needed 7 LUTs resulting in 308 Mbits
memory. In the case that application requires exact occurrence
time, 1 LUT shall be added up and total memory will be 352 Mbits.
Because of large volume and fast access time of SDRAMs we used a
512MBit SDR with a 16 bit data bus chip.

For a pulse shape with a peak time of 688 ns (Fig. 11), opti-
mal  performance was  obtained (see Section 4.1) using �ts ∼ 300 ns
(i.e. sampling frequency about 3.3 MHz). At the same time, increas-
ing this value gradually was seen to only minimally affect system
performance.

Fig. 7 shows the hardware structure of an acquisition card.
Main processing unit is implemented on a field programmable
gate array (FPGA). The input signal from the PMT  or the position-
ing circuit is fed through amplification to meet suitable voltage
span needed for the ADC converter. The AD9224 (Analog Device,
USA) with up to 40 MSPS is used with an S&H filter. As mentioned
above, the selected frequency for this configuration is 3.3 MSPS (i.e.
3.3 MHz; 300 ns), nonetheless, our reason for maintaining high fre-
quency capability is to have the ability for this hardware to work
as a general acquisition card via firmware modification which is
required for curve fitting and analysis in PC; and secondly, to per-
mit  implementation and comparison of conventional algorithms
which require higher sampling rate, for comparison purposes.

The digital signal processing part is made by SPARTAN3 FPGA
from Xilinx. This chip is chosen because of its availability and low
cost. The other options in FPGA chips such as speed and volume
were not critical. The processing unit consists of two parts: the
data acquisition unit and the memory filling unit. The memory fill-
ing unit initializes all LUTs at the power-up and subsequently goes
offline. After initialization, the data acquisition unit gathers the data
and transfers them to the main processor. These units, plus the
memory controller, occupy only 28% of the XCS3200-144 (Xilinx,
San Jose, CA, USA) FPGA.

All LUTs explained in the text are implemented within one RAM
block. Selected SDRAM has a 512 Mbit capacity which currently
is the maximum memory volume in one chip. In each sampling
clock cycle, the amplitude and all tail values should be read from
SDRAM. In this configuration, this leads to reading 7 × 11 bits in
each sampling clock cycle (in the case without t-map extraction).

If we execute this process in sequential form, it would confine the
sampling time. Since SDRAM data bus is 16 bit, 5 reading cycles
should be performed within each sampling time. The burst read-
ing mode in SDRAM chips facilitates this procedure. For increasing
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Fig. 6. The analog pulse amplification circuit.
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PMTs. In some applications, this card can be placed after the analog
positioning circuit. The main board which contains the required
number of slots for the acquisition cards should be designed for
the specific application. In this work, the implemented main board
Fig. 7. Implemented hardware d

ampling frequency, the data bus can be improved by paralleling
he memory chips.

All Z−1 units represent one cycle delay which are implemented
y shift registers. The baseline predictor calculates the signal mean
alue by 3 successive samples in the absence of input pulse. As
hown in Fig. 7, this value is subtracted from the input signal in the
rst stage.

SDRAM is a non-volatile memory which requires start-up mem-
ry filling. These data are the same for all acquisition cards. Since
his procedure is performed once in the start-up time, the required
ime and particular protocol used for this procedure is not critical.
he memory control unit in the FPGA multiplexes the SDRAM bus
ccording to input data from the programming bus and releases
t following programming for the normal acquisition algorithm.
able 1 summarizes parts which are used in the acquisition card.

Fig. 8 shows a data acquisition card board and its compo-

ents. In spectroscopy applications, only one acquisition card is
equired. In imaging applications, number of required acquisition
ards depends on the detector configuration and the number of

able 1
arts used in acquisition card.

Description Part number Specification

FPGA XCS3200-144 Spartan3 – 144 pin – 200,000 gates
ADC AD9224 1 channel – 12 bit – 40 Msps
Amplifier AD8138 0.1 dB gain flatness to 40 MHz
Memory MT48LC16M16A2TG SDRAM – 512 Mbit – 16 bit data-bus
m for one data acquisition card.
Fig. 8. Board view of the data acquisition card.
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Fig. 9. Structure of th

ontains 5 slots for imaging which also is applicable in spectroscopy
pplication. Fig. 9 shows the design diagram of the main board.

The main board collects pulse data from each card and calcu-
ates the energy signal and position of the incident photon. These
ata have relatively lower rates than the raw data from detec-
ors, and may  be feasibly transferred to a PC for online processing.
he suitable interface for this throughput of data is USB2.0 or high
peed LAN. As shown in Fig. 9, the USB2.0 protocol is used in the
mplemented main board.

The clock distributor is required for synchronization of all cards
nd the main board. It is essential for the positioning algorithm that
ll samples are taken simultaneously. Preparing programming data
or filling the SDRAMs is also the function of the main board. Since
ll data to be written are identical in all cards, the best structure
s to cascade the cards. Each card will buffer the data for the next
ard. Consequently, by increasing the acquisition cards (i.e. up to
4) for a detector head, the structure design remains intact.

. Results

.1. Simulation data

The simulation procedure was performed by generating pulses
ith deterministic shapes. Nuclear pulses were simulated by a

tream of random pulses with Poisson distribution of occurrence
ime and with random pulse heights. The generated stream went
hrough the NLR filter and the obtained results were assessed.

Curve fitting and map  construction, which are required before
pplying the filter, were performed by means of Matlab (The Math-
orks Inc., Natick, MA,  USA). Subsequently, C++ code, because of

igher speed in execution, was used for generating detector pulses
nd the filter algorithm. Stream of input data were created via the
onte Carlo method. The occurrence probability of each pulse fol-

owed the Poisson distribution whose � parameter was related to

he count rate. Maximum amplitude of the pulse had a probability
ensity function corresponding to the source spectrum. The source
pectrum was modeled in reference to a real spectrum belonging
o Tc99 detected by a NaI(Tl) detector.
emented main board.

The pulse shape model was fitted by least squares in reference
to the actual detector pulse shape for the NaI(Tl) crystal. This pulse
was  sampled from the PMT  output passing the preamplifier. The
sampling rate in the acquisition was �ts = 300 ns and the resulting
regressed pulse shape model was:

f (a, t) = at4.3et/160 ns (14)

which has a peak at tpeak = 688 ns. The energy spectra of the acquired
data for different count-rates are depicted in Fig. 10. In low count
rate the pileup effect is not dominant and pileup recovery does
not highly affect spectrum quality whereas in high count rate the
improvement in signal quality is clear. Without pileup recovery
FWHM of photo-peak grows 47% from low count rates up to 1 Mcps.
This growth with pileup recovery reaches 27% which shows recov-
ery effect on high count rates. This fact should be noticed that
without pileup recovery the filter still counts pileup effects in some
extend (with possibly wrong values), therefore, number of regis-
tered counts in low count rates and even high count rates does not
change as it would be in pileup rejection algorithms.

Fig. 11 illustrates the resulting energy FWHM values for the
photo peaks as obtained by varying the count rates, without and
with inclusion of pile-up recovery and tail storing.

The sampling time, used by the NLR filter, plays an important
role in the results. Different sampling times were set for the filter
to evaluate the resulting count loss and photo peak FWHM val-
ues. As seen in Fig. 12, the count loss ratio has an optimum value
of �ts = 300 ns for the particular model studied; at the same time,
it is observed that the FWHM of photo peak only changed mini-
mally with small variation in the sampling times. Because in map
construction, we  zeroed map  values when first samples are lower
than a noise threshold (<50 in ADC channel), in low sampling times

(<100 ns) two first samples are both under threshold. Subsequently,
filter results no registered counts. When sampling period is less
than 300 ns the noise threshold still rejects some pulses and lowers
number of registered counts.
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Fig. 10. Simulated spectra of source for different count rates with and without pile up recovery. The left values for FWHM and count loss correspond to filter not using pileup
recovery and right values correspond to filter with pileup recovery. Count loss is determined by all registered counts (without using a window) per all generated counts.

Fig. 11. FWHM of the photo peak as a function of count-rate with and without pile-up recovery.
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.2. Experimental data

The proposed technique was additionally tested by means
f prototype hardware implementation. The energy signals from
aI(Tl) detectors belonging to a gamma  camera (large detector)
ere captured in order to obtain the TC99 spectrum.

The test condition was set up for different count rates from low
150 kcps) up to high count rates (2 Mcps). To achieve high count
ates we used collimator with large hole so that obtained FWHM,
ven in low count rates was about 14%. The detection configuration
eld intact for different count rates in order to evaluate the effect
f count rate changes only.

The proposed algorithm applying pile-up recovery and pile-up
ejection (by interleaved sampling) was compared with a digital
ignal processing algorithm presented in [15–17], namely pulse
lipping (PC) followed by integration. For this algorithm, the signal
s delayed and attenuated. The resulting signal is then subtracted
rom the original signal. This technique thus clips the pulse tail,
nd by shortening the pulse length, it degrades the pile-up defect.
elay time for the input pulse had an optimal value at 750 ns and
n attenuation factor of 0.30 (in [15], it was mentioned that the
elay should be more than the pulse rise time and the attenuation
actor should return the tail to baseline after delay time). After clip-
ing, the energy of the incident photon is obtained by integrating
he resulting pulse. Integration starts when pulse height reaches a
hreshold (channel 80 of ADC) and terminates when pulse drops
o that threshold again. This integration time interval is used to
heck for the presence of pile-up, and for intervals greater than
ne pulse length (∼2.5 �s), the signal is rejected as having two  or
ore pile-up signals. The sampling frequency for applying this fil-

er is 40 Msps (ADC maximum frequency) whereas for the proposed
LRF it is only 3.3 Msps and for the proposed interleaved NLRF it is
.6 Msps. Furthermore, we note that the proposed NLRF included no
ile-up rejection (possibly leading to mischaracterization of pileup)
hile interleaved NLRF included pile-up rejection for pulses arriv-

ng within 450 ns of one another (as discussed previously).

At low count rates (<50 kcps), the NLRF energy spectrum results

re identical to those obtained without the use of NLRF, and the
hoto peak has FWHM energy resolution of 14.5%. Fig. 13 depicts
he energy spectra obtained at higher count rates of 200 Kcps,
rent sampling times. The evaluation performed for 2 count rates representing high

700 Kcps, 1200 Kcps and 2000 Kcps, as obtained using the pro-
posed NLRF, its interleaved variant and the reference pulse clipping
method. At rates beyond 1 Mcps, pulse clipping was seen not to gen-
erate acceptable spectral shapes from the input signal while the
NLRF algorithm retained the spectral shape at higher count rates.
Table 2 shows FWHM and integrated count comparisons between
the 3 methods. Overall, both NLR filter methods clearly outper-
formed the reference PC method. Furthermore, it was seen that the
proposed NLR filter depicted poorer energy FWHM compared to its
interleaved variant, attributed to the latter’s ability to reject more
invalid (piled up) counts from the spectrum. However, this resulted
in the integrated counts to drop more than half, at higher count
rates, and as such, depending on task (whether sensitivity or energy
resolution are more critical at a particular range of count-rates), the
NLF filter vs. its interleaved variant could be more appropriately
selected.

5. Discussion

In our validation step, the feasibility and practicality of the
proposed method for signal processing were studied. The pro-
posed method was  seen to enable signal recovery at relatively
small sampling frequencies (by means of incorporating knowledge
of the determinant pulse model). Furthermore, by proposing and
implementing a pile up recovery scheme, enhanced pulse informa-
tion was  obtained. Proposed algorithm compared with a reference
method to evaluate performance. Although there is no way to be
sure it is best implementation of this algorithm but the results
are consistent with original results presented in [15]. As such, the
proposed approach has many significant potential applications to
various imaging systems.

A considerable feature, which with current hardware platform,
can only be simulated, is the time of flight measurement capability
of the proposed algorithm, which we  plan to study experimentally
in future work. In PET, and some methods of spectroscopy, there is
a need for exact determination of the interaction time for a photon

or particle. The proposed NLR filter has the ability to output the
relative occurrence time of pulse to the sampling time in system
(t) which improves the stamped time resolution to values much
higher than the sampling frequency. A TOF PET device has two
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Fig. 13. Spectra of Tc99 as obtained from the NaI(Tl) detector for different co

eatures: first, it needs the accurate measurement of occurrence
ime of interaction, which poses a considerable challenge; and

econd, because of the absence of a collimator, one encounters rela-
ively high count rates and enhanced pile-up effects in imaging [28].
OF PET scanners use fast detectors and apparatus to enable the

able 2
esolution and number of registered counts in different count rates.

Count rate(kcps) Pulse clipping
FWHM (%) countsa

St
FW

200 15.1 50,000 15.
700  24.7 37,000 21.
1200  29.9 22,000 25.
2000  – 20,000 – 

a Number of registered counts is equal to area under the spectrum curve within a fixed
tes. In all figures, counts were recorded within constant 800 ms time period.

TOF modality, which result in improved image qualities given the
additional information [27]. The most popular analog techniques

to improve time resolution include the leading edge (LE), constant
fraction discriminator (CFD) and amplitude and rise time compen-
sated (ARC) methods [29]. Digital version of these methods has also

andard NLRF
HM (%) counts

Interleaved NLRF
FWHM (%) counts

7 79,000 15.4 71,000
5 203,000 18.0 111,000
4 253,000 19.7 109,000

335,000 27.6 96,000

 energy window (covering FWHM of photo-peak).
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een implemented [30–33]. Significant degradations in detected
ime resolution stem from dead time in crystals and propagation
elays in PMT. The exact improvement in the time resolution by
he proposed NLR filter should be evaluated by further analysis
nvolving fast detectors (such as LSO) and PMTs within the coin-
idence detection system. In order to work with pulses with higher
requencies (shorter pulse lengths) in fast detectors, the sampling
ate and filter speed should be increased. From an implementation
oint of view, the bottleneck for increasing speed is the SDRAM’s
ccess time, which should be assessed by means of DDR, DDR2 and
DR3 architectures.

. Conclusion

A new filter with recursive algorithm for extracting nuclear
ulse properties has been introduced by using LUTs for implement-

ng nonlinear functions. This filter developed pile-up and noise
eatures simultaneously in high count rate and almost had no effect
n low count rate. The piled-up pulses have been recovered after
pplying filter instead of rejecting them. The simulation results
howed desirable output for this filter at a very low sampling rate
f 3.3 MHz.

For hardware implementation we used FPGA as the central sig-
al processor, SDRAM for implementing LUTs, A/D for digitization
nd USB2.0 for PC interface. The filter was tested by gathering data
nd drawing spectrum of Tc99, demonstrating applicability of the
lter and its performance at high count rates.

The NLR filter was tested for a spectroscopic application eval-
ated on NaI(Tl) detectors belonging to a gamma  camera. Relative
o conventional pile-up rejection systems, the proposed technique
howed significant enhancements in terms of recovered count-
ates and energy resolution at increasing high count rates.
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